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research on Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) [5]-[7] as
well, which focuses on applying the proper load on circuitry to
draw the maximum load for solar panels. To fully exploit the
capability of these energy harvesting systems, a considerable
amount of work has also explored task scheduling, primarily for
embedded systems with real-time task sets. Most of these efforts
are derived from the earliest deadline first (EDF) algorithm, as it
has been shown to be optimal for scheduling a known task set
with timing constraints in preemptive system. An early work in
[8] called lazy scheduling (LSA) executed tasks as late as
possible, reducing deadline miss rates when compared to the
EDF algorithm. However, it does not consider DVFS frequency
selection and always executes tasks at full speed. Because a
processor’s dynamic power is generally a convex function of
frequency, operating the processor at a lower frequency often
results in a higher energy efficiency. Liu et al. [9] proposed the
EA-DVFS technique that takes processor DVFS into
consideration. EA-DVFS utilizes task slack to slow down
execution speed for energy savings and thus outperforms LSA in
miss rate when total task utilization is low. Later the same
authors proposed a more intelligent technique called HA-DVFS
[10], which improves energy efficiency mainly by distributing
multiple arriving tasks as evenly as possible over time and
executing them with more uniform frequency. However, these
works focus on uni-processor systems and have not considered
execution on multi-core platforms. Recently, a utilization-based
technique (UTB) was proposed in [11] to better address periodic
task scheduling in energy-harvesting system. UTB takes
advantage of predictability provided by periodic task
information for better task distribution. Moreover, UTB
proposed a simple extension to support multi-core platforms by
allocating a subset of tasks to each core and executing the
single-core UTB algorithm separately on each core.
In this paper, we propose a thermal-aware semi-dynamic
algorithm (TA-SDA) to reduce the deadline miss rate of periodic
tasks under variant and insufficient energy harvesting.
Compared to prior work, TA-SDA reacts to run-time energy
shortage and fluctuations proactively to find significantly greater
scope for energy savings, especially for multi-core platforms. At
the system level, TA-SDA is triggered at specified time epochs
to adjust inter-core task allocation and set a per-core execution
strategy based on an averaged energy budget estimated for a
period of few minutes until the next specified reschedule time.
In addition, TA-SDA offers the flexibility to tackle processor
overheating by re-allocating workload or proactively shutting
down cores. At the core level, a novel dual-speed method is
designed for periodic tasks to address discrete frequency levels
and DVFS switching overhead. Our experimental studies show
that TA-SDA outperforms the best known prior work, achieving
superior drop rate reduction and energy efficiency. To the best of
our knowledge, this work is also the first to integrate thermalawareness during resource allocation in energy-harvesting
embedded systems.

Abstract
In this paper, we focus on power and thermal management
for multicore embedded systems with solar energy harvesting
as the power source and a periodic hard real-time task set as the
workload. We design a novel semi-dynamic scheme, which
reschedules tasks at the beginning of specified time epochs. By
rejecting job instances of certain tasks until the next
rescheduling point, our scheduler dispatches a subset of tasks
that comply with the predicted energy budget and thermal
conditions. Our approach reacts to run-time energy harvesting
power variation without losing the consistency of the periodic
task set, which helps to scale processor speed evenly by
utilizing slack time efficiently without the need for complex
slack reclamation algorithms, as in prior work. When applied to
a multicore platform, our approach offers a chance to shut down
cores and reassign tasks for superior energy efficiency. As a
result, experimental results show up to 70% miss rate reduction
compared to prior work. Unlike any prior work, our approach
also integrates thermal management to reduce peak temperature
while minimizing miss rate for energy harvesting embedded
systems.
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1. Introduction
Power, energy and thermal constraints have enforced
significant change in the design of contemporary computing
systems. Due to unacceptable power dissipation at higher clock
rates and more potent power leakage with technology scaling,
single-thread performance has been slowing down. Thus threadlevel parallelism (TLP) to improve performance within a given
power budget is widely practiced across various computing
platforms, ranging from high-end servers to desktops, as well as
embedded devices. Recent years have also seen a significant
increase in popularity of multi-core processors in low power
embedded devices [1]. With advances in parallel programming
and power management techniques, embedded devices with
multicore processors and TLP support outperform single-core
platforms in terms of both performance and energy efficiency
[2]. But as core counts rise to cope with increasingly complex
applications, techniques for workload distribution and power
management are the key to achieving significant energy savings
in emerging multi-core embedded systems.
For some applications, we need energy autonomous devices
that utilize ambient energy to perform computations without
relying entirely on an external power supply or frequent battery
charges. As the most widely available energy source, solar
power harvesting has attracted a lot of attention and is rapidly
gaining momentum. Several embedded systems with intelligent
energy harvesting and transfer have been proposed, such as
Heliomote [3] and Prometheus [4]. There has been some
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2. Problem formulation
2.1. System model
In this paper, we focus on the problem of poower and thermal
management of real-time embedded systems wiith periodic tasks,
powered by solar energy (Fig. 1). To cope w
with the unstable
nature of the solar energy source, a supercappacitor is used to
buffer solar energy collected by photovoltaic ceells. In the rest of
this section, we describe our target system and oobjective.

period of the task. At the beginning of each period, a new job
instance of that task will be dispatcheed to the system. Like most
recent works on periodic task schedu
uling (e.g., [11]) we assume
that Di equals Ti, with all jobs finishiing before the arrival of the
next job instance of the same task. In addition, we define an
y associated with each task.
attribute Xi, which is the miss penalty
Each time that a task’s job misses th
he deadline, the job will be
aborted and the penalty applied to the system. Thus, we can
refine the triplet for task τi as (Ci, Ti, Xi). The relative importance
of a task can be characterized by a penalty density, defined as
the ratio of the task miss penalty and WCEC ( ⁄ ) [15].
Table I: XScale processor [13] pow
wer and frequency levels
Level
Voltage(V)
Power(mW)
Frequency(MHz)
Energy Efficiency

Figure 1: Real-time embedded processing with eenergy harvesting

2.1.1. Energy harvesting and storage modeel
A photovoltaic array is used as a powerr source for our
embedded system, converting ambient solar ennergy into electric
power. Naturally, the amount of harvested poower varies over
time due to changing environmental conditioons, like angle of
sunlight incidence, cloud density, temperature, humidity, etc. In
our study, the converted solar power at timee t is denoted as
PH(t). The energy EH charged into a supercaapacitor between
time instances t1 and t2 is given by
~

η

(1)

where η
is a coefficient between 0 andd 1 to represent
charging efficiency of the supercapacitor. We aassume that a near
ideal Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) circuitry [5]-[7]
is deployed between the photovoltaic array and supercapacitor to
achieve high and constant recharging efficiencyy. The capacity of
the energy storage device is limited, and denoteed as Ecap. Clearly
harvested energy will be wasted if the energy storage device is
already fully charged. We assume that task exxecution must be
halted when remaining energy is less than 10 percent, thus
reserving enough storage to maintain system sstatus and ensure
graceful shutdown. In our work, we choose a supercapacitor as
the energy storage medium, because it outperrforms traditional
electrochemical battery in terms of charge/discharge efficiency
and does not require frequent replacements due to its high
number of recharge cycles [12]. Although a bbattery does have
some advantages, such as higher energy–weighht ratio and better
high voltage capability, it is not very beneficiaal to our problem
as our processors operate at very low voltage levels (less than
2V) and an energy storage with small capacity is adequate to act
as an energy buffer that helps smooth out transsient variations in
barely sufficient solar power harvesting.

2.1.2. Periodic real-time task model
We assume a task set of N independent pperiodic real-time
tasks ψ: {τ1, … , τN}, in which each perioddic task τi has a
characteristic triplet (Ci, Di, Ti), i
{1, …
…, N}. Ci is the
maximum number of CPU clock cycles needeed to finish a job
instance of task τi, referred to as worst-case execution cycles
(WCEC). The relative deadline of the task, Di, is the time
interval between a job’s arrival time and its deadline. A job
instance is missed if it is not finished before its deadline. Ti is the
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2.1.3. DVFS-enabled processor model
m
We consider a homogeneous multticore processor with DVFS
capability at the core level and sup
pport for task preemption.
Each core has M discrete voltage and frequency levels: φ:
{L0, ... , LM}. Each level is characterizzed by Lj: (vj, pj, fj), j {1, …,
M}, which represents voltage, averrage power, and frequency
respectively. We consider power-freq
quency levels of the Xscale
processor as shown in Table I. Heree level 0 represents the idle
power of the processor when no task
t
is executed while the
system stays in active state. Typiccally, the dynamic powerfrequency function is convex. Thus, a processor running at lower
frequency can execute the same num
mber of cycles with lower
energy consumption. However, this is
i not always the case when
static power is considered. To find an
n energy optimal frequency,
we represent energy efficiency of a v-f level Li by i = cycles
executed / energy consumed = fi / pi. From Table I we can
conclude that level 2 is the mostt energy efficient because
executing at this level consumes th
he least energy for a given
number of cycles. We call the most energy
e
efficient level as the
critical level and thus fcrt = f2,. Althou
ugh it is desirable to execute
tasks at this critical frequency level,, due to unique task timing
constraints executing tasks at the critical level may end up being
insufficient to finish all task instancess by their deadlines.
We also define the utilization of
o a periodic task (U) with
respect to the full speed provided by processor. That is, a task’s
utilization is its execution time underr highest frequency divided
by its period,
⁄

(2)

The utilization for a task set is simp
ply the accumulation of all
tasks’ utilizations. In preemptive reaal-time system, a task set is
schedulable by EDF algorithm undeer a frequency level j if it
meets the condition that
(3)

When total utilization is known, the most energy efficient
t
inequality, under the
frequency can be deduced from this
condition that
.
Unlike many of the prior wo
orks discussed earlier, we
consider DVFS switching energy overhead in our analysis.
According to the model in [14], we seet average switching energy
overhead, Eswitch, to be in the order of millijoules. The DVFS
switching delay is in the range of a feew microseconds, negligible
when compared to task execution times, which are in the
hundreds of millisecond range in our work.

Also, unlike any prior work, we cconsider thermal
management in an energy harvesting multi-processing
environment. We assume that each core in ouur multiprocessor
has a unique Digital Thermal Sensor (DTS) implemented to
monitor run-time temperature independently [118]. We set 85°C
as the thermal setpoint at which throttling iss initiated in the
processor (i.e., throttling threshold = 85°°C) [19]. When
throttling is triggered, a core must halt execution and shift to idle
state until its temperature drops to 80°C.

2.1.4. Power management modules
A scheduler module is an important coomponent of the
system for information gathering and executtion control. The
scheduler gathers information by monitorring the energy
prediction module, energy buffer (supercapaacitor), execution
state, and core temperature (Fig. 1). The gatherred data, together
with profiled periodic task set information, iinforms a power
management algorithm in our scheduler that coordinates
operation of the multi-core platform. Each coore is assigned a
strategy by the scheduler to guide intra-coree execution. The
predictor keeps track of harvesting power histtory and provides
prediction results to the scheduler for energy bbudget estimation.
The functionality of these modules is implemeented in software
to simplify system implementation and configurration.

200μW incoming energy per microseecond. According to Table I,
executing at 800MHz has power conssumption of 900mW, which
is dramatically higher than 400m
mW for 600MHz due to
quadratic relation between frequency
y and power consumption.
The result of UTB for this scenario iss shown in Fig. 2(b), where
only 6 out 12 job instances are finish
hed, resulting in a 50% miss
rate. With the same energy budgeet, our proposed TA-SDA
approach copes with energy shortag
ge by proactively dropping
tasks. It predicts energy budget beforre execution and then drops
one task, τ4, which helps to execute remaining tasks at a steady
lower frequency. As can be seen in Fig. 2(c), all accepted job
instances for τ1 ~ τ3 are finished and
d overall miss rate is 25%,
significantly lower than 50% of UTB.

2.2. Scheduling Objective
Inspired by the conclusions of prior woork, our primary
objective is to reduce total task miss rate uunder variant and
stringent energy and thermal conditions aat runtime. Our
technique should react to changing energy dynamics while
Peak temperature
incorporating periodic task information. P
should be minimized to avoid throttling which can significantly
degrade performance. We also want processoor speed to be as
stable as possible for better energy efficiency. A
As we take DVFS
switching overhead into consideration, our techhnique should also
avoid frequent DVFS level switching.

3. Motivation
In this section, we present our motivation to apply a semidynamic framework and use its flexibiliity for thermal
management in energy harvesting multi-core eembedded system
platforms.

3.1. Motivation for semi-dynamic framework
Most previous works deal with dynam
mic solar power
variation by halting, dropping, or speeding up execution of a
current task, changing instantly from an initial sschedule deduced
offline. For energy harvesting aware periodic taask set scheduling,
the most recent work, UTB [11], also folllows this route.
Although UTB deduces an optimal initial schedule offline,
assuming sufficient energy provided, as shown in Fig. 2(a), there
is still scope for improvement, as discussed beloow:
1) Most importantly, the task drop mechanissm in UTB reacts
to energy shortage passively, only when the ccurrent task lacks
sufficient energy to finish in time. In the motiivational example
shown in Fig. 2, we assume a task set with four periodic tasks (τ1
~ τ4), where each task has WCEC of 2.4 millionn CPU cycles and
task period of 12ms. According to Table I, Eq. (2) and Ineq. (3),
UTB initially sets execution frequency to 8000MHz so that all
tasks can finish with the best efficiency if energgy is sufficient, as
shown in Fig 2(a). However, the real issue liees in the run-time
power management with insufficient energyy budget. Let us
assume remaining energy in the supercapacitoor is 7200μJ and
harvesting power in the next 36ms (3 periods)) is 200mW, i.e.,

Figure 2: Motivation for proposed energgy harvesting-aware scheduling

2) On multicore platforms, UTB
U
partitions tasks into
separate sets and then executes each set
s on a core using a singlecore scheduling algorithm. However, as all cores are dependent
on the same energy source, such isollated run-time adjustment is
not amenable to learning upcoming en
nergy requirements of other
cores, leading to suboptimal or even
e
faulty schedules. In
addition, static task partitioning in UTB
U
wastes the flexibility
provided by a multicore platform. In
n contrast, TA-SDA triggers
task rescheduling to exploit multicoree flexibility.
In summary, there are many limittations with prior work. Our
TA-SDA technique (described in Section
S
4) addresses these
limitations.

3.2. Motivation for thermal man
nagement
Here we present our motivation for considering thermal
mbedded systems.
management in energy harvesting em
1) With limited power budgeets for energy harvesting
embedded systems, it is impractical to apply power-hungry air
cooling systems. The very slow heatt dissipation rate of natural
convection in these systems can easily end up causing thermal
emergencies during their long operation periods. Such
overheating of processors is known to harm system reliability
and stability. Perhaps most impo
ortantly, frequent thermal
throttling that is initiated in processsors to cope with thermal
emergencies can disrupt scheduling strategies, reducing system
performance and overall energy efficiiency.
2) Due to the inherent nature off incident solar energy, our
energy harvesting systems tends to
o receive abundant energy
around middle of the day. During su
uch times, heavy workloads
can run at full speed. However, continuously executing at fullp
package and leads
speed creates excessive heat in the processor
to overheating issues. Around thee same time, the ambient
temperature is usually highest of the day, assuming no dramatic
nergy harvesting embedded
weather changing (Fig. 3). As the en
system is deployed outdoors to enable efficient energy
bient environment makes it
scavenging, the exposure to the amb

even more difficult for the processor to cool doown around those
hours without intervention.

to filter out subset of tasks that are leess important and cannot be
supported by the energy budget; (iii) dual-speed switching
method to select optimal frequency from the frequency levels
supported by processor. These three stages are organized in an
order that successor stages make use of efforts made by previous
stages, rather than diminishing them.. Besides, stages (i) and (ii)
can proactively slow down overheatted cores to avoid frequent
thermal throttling. The stages are described
d
in the following
sections.

4.1. Active core count selection

Figure 3: An example of solar intensity vs. ambiient temperature

4. TA-SDA power management framew
work
In this section, we describe our thermal-awaare semi-dynamic
algorithm (TA-SDA), an improved pow
wer management
technique for solar powered energy harvestingg systems running
periodic task sets.

The main reason for having an active core count selection
heuristic is that running a processor below its critical frequency
actually decreases energy efficiency,, as can be seen in Table I.
This situation can occur when the en
nergy budget is so low that
only a small subset of tasks can be accepted, i.e., after evenly
distributing these tasks to all cores, utilization on each core is
smaller than maximum utilization supported by the critical
nt selection heuristic, we can
frequency. With our active core coun
shut down some cores at each reeschedule point based on
estimated energy budget. The power dissipated by inactive cores
is negligible and the remaining corees can then receive enough
workload to run at critical frequency. Also the associated power
state switching overhead is minimaal as we only trigger core
shutdown at reschedule points. Ho
owever, arbitrarily shutting
down cores to reach a frequency higher than critical is not
m
energy-efficiency
always optimal. Fig. 5 shows the maximum
for different frequencies in the XScalle processor. Suppose cores
execute at point A without shutdow
wn. After shutdown of one
core, the extra power budget allow
ws us to run the remaining
processor(s) at higher frequencies su
uch as B, C, or D. But not
every higher frequency is viable, e.g., frequency D leads to even
lower energy efficiency than A, beefore shutdown! Thus, our
heuristics should compare resulted efficiencies before making
the shutdown decision.

Figure 4: Illustration of semi-dynamic fraamework

One of the underlying ideas behind TA-S
SDA is to exploit
time-segmentation during power management,, as illustrated in
Fig. 4. At each specified time interval (eppoch), there is a
reschedule point, where the execution strategyy can be adjusted
based on energy availability predication. A tim
me frame between
two reschedule points is called a schedule winddow, within which
a strategy specified at the beginning is in effe
fect until the next
reschedule point. Thus reschedule points pprovide dynamic
adaptivity needed by the energy harvesting aware system to
adjust inter-core task execution strategy whhile the schedule
window maintains a stable execution so thhat periodic task
information can be utilized for better energy saavings, as in Fig.
2(c). From schedule window 1 to 4 in Fig. 4, itt can be seen that
under low energy conditions, TA-SDA maintaains execution at
low (critical) frequency and increases the numbber of active cores
to finish more tasks as harvested energy increeases. Cores only
execute at higher frequency when energy harveested is abundant.
Thus TA-SDA has better energy efficiency as frequency within
a schedule window remains stable.
At each reschedule point, our technique is ccomposed of three
stages, which attempt to address issues m
mentioned in the
previous section. These three stages are: (ii) thermal-aware
active core count selection, which selects numb
mber of processing
cores to activate; (ii) thermal- and penalty-awaare task rejection

Figure 5: Energy-efficiency of
o XScale processor

In this heuristic, we also tak
ke core temperature into
consideration. That is, we only shutt down normal active cores
after all overheated cores whose temp
perature exceeds a proactive
reaction threshold, and is close to trriggering thermal throttling.
Also, overheated cores are set to run
n at critical frequency when
activated, so as to finish tasks with hiighest energy efficiency and
relatively low power dissipation.
The pseudo code of the active co
ore count selection heuristic
is given in Algorithm 1. Initially, the scheduler estimates energy
budget based on harvesting power prediction
p
for the upcoming
schedule window (line 1). Then, the core shutdown procedure is
triggered when energy budget is un
nable to support all active
cores to execute at critical frequen
ncy (line 2). Subsequently
(lines 3-15) if one less active core reesults in a better efficiency
according to the profile, then the scheeduler shuts down one core.
Note that we keep count of active overheated
o
cores separately

and calculate their energy based on tasks exxecuting on these
cores at critical frequency. If the energy budgget for the current
schedule window is extremely low, eventuallyy all cores in the
system will be shut down to save harvested eenergy for future
execution. Recursively, these steps set the nuumber of cores to
keep active. Finally, the objective task-set utilizzation for penaltyaware task rejection is obtained by summing up utilization of
each core (line 16).

ng tasks’ total utilization is
tasks one by one until the remainin
lower than the objective utilization given
g
by Algorithm 1. The
remaining tasks form the accepted taask set and are assigned to
all active cores using a simple but efffective heuristic in lines 813. This heuristic not only enables prriority control among tasks,
but also evenly distributes workload to each core for execution
under a stable frequency for better effficiency (except overheated
cores, which are fixed to run at criticaal frequency only).

Algorithm 1 Active Core Count Selection
Input: (i) harvesting power prediction for comingg schedule window,
Pwindow; (ii) energy budget to execute one core at criticall frequency, Ecrt; (iii)
dual-speed method energy efficiency profile for task utiilizations from 0 to 1,
δ(U); (iv) number of active cores, num_core (v) number of active
overheated cores, num_hot

Algorithm 2 Penalty Aware Task Rejection and Assignment
Input: objective utilization from algorithm 1, Uobj

1. Ewindow ← Pwindow × window size
2. while Eper_core < Ecrt and num_core > 0 do
3.
Enum_core ← (Ewindow – num_hot * Ecrt) / (num_corre – num_hot)
4.
if num_hot > 0 then
5.
Enum_core-1 ←(Ewindow – (num_hot-1)*Ecrt) / (nuum_core – num_hot)
6.
else then
7.
Enum_core-1 ←Ewindow / (num_core – 1)
8.
calculate fnum_core-1 and fnum_core, maximum frequenncy supported by
Enum_core-1 and Enum_core
9.
based on Inequality (3), calculate Unum_core-1 and Unum_core, maximum
utilization supported by fnum_core-1 and fnum_core
10.
Look up profile for δ (Unum_core) and δ (Unum_core-1)
11.
if δ(Unum_core) < δ(Unum_core-1) then
12.
num_core ← num_core – 1
13.
if num_hot > 0 then
14.
num_hot ← num_hot – 1
15.
Eper_core ← Enum_core-1, update Uper_core
m_hot
16. Uobj ← Uper_core × (num_core - num_hot) + Ucrt × num

As a result of this selection, the number of cores activated is
related to the energy budget available for the uppcoming schedule
window.

Figure 6: Miss rates for tasks with non-decreasing W
WCEC in TA-SDA

4.2. Penalty-aware task rejection and assignment
To add task priority control in TA-SDA, we distinguish a
task’s importance by assigning varied miss peenalty to tasks. In
this step, our scheme rejects tasks with lowerr penalty density
(Section 2.1.2) first, rather than drop tasks withh longer execution
time to allocate limited energy budget to moree important tasks
for miss penalty reduction. In particular, for tthe case when all
tasks are assigned an identical miss penalty, thiis scheme reduces
miss penalty equivalent to miss rate.
We describe our task rejection heuristic with the pseudo
code shown in Algorithm 2. In lines 1-7, we sorrt all tasks in nondecreasing order of tasks’ penalty densities so tthat we can reject

o tasks’ penalty densities
1. sort task set T in non-decreasing order of
2. Taccepted ← T
3. for n = 1:N do
4.
if Uaccepted > Uobj then
5.
reject nth task
6.
else
7.
done with task rejection, break
8. sort accepted task set Taccepted in non-incrreasing order of task utilization
9. for n = 1:Naccepted do
10.
cur_core ← core with lowest utilizattion
11.
while cur_core is overheated and Ucur_core
+ U(nth task) > Ucrt do
c
12.
cur_core ← core with next lowesst utilization
13.
assign nth task to cur_core

We explored two different scenaarios for our penalty-aware
rejection scheme: one assigns consttant values to tasks so that
miss penalty is equivalent to miss raate, while the other assigns
penalties that are the square of taasks’ WCECs to emphasis
importance of longer tasks. Miss rattes for all tasks arranged in
non-decreasing WCEC order are plottted in Fig. 6. It can be seen
that the first case has higher miss raate for longer tasks and the
second case generates opposite resultts that actually comply with
penalties assigned to the task set.

4.3. DVFS switching-aware dua
al-speed method
After distributing accepted tasks, based on Inequality (3) we
e
frequency for the
can deduce a theoretical optimum execution
task set on each core. In most casess, however, those objective
frequencies are unlikely to be suppo
orted directly by processors
with discrete frequency levels. A solu
ution for this issue is to use
a dual-speed method, which approxim
mates the objective optimal
frequency by switching between its two adjacent discrete
d
the implementation
frequencies [16]. In this section, we describe
details of our novel dual-speed metthod. For convenience, we
denote the adjacent higher frequency as fhigh, the lower one as flow,
a fobj.
and the objective optimal frequency as
Firstly, to guide the switching bettween two adjacent discrete
frequencies, we need to calculate th
he proportion of cycles to
execute with fhigh, denoted as αhigh. Asssume that the total number
of cycles to be executed is C. Imitatin
ng fobj with a combination of
flow and fhigh, implies finishing C withiin the same amount of time,
that is
(4)

From this equation, we can deduce the proportion αhigh for each
objective frequency as
α

⁄

⁄

⁄

⁄

(5)

As flow and fhigh are determined by fobj, there is a one-to-one
d fobj, and the values of
correspondence between αhigh and
αhigh(fobj) can be calculated offline forr a given task set. Based on
the definition of energy efficienccy in section 2.1.3, the
theoretical efficiency of the dual-sp
peed method δdual(fobj), can
also be obtained offline as the objecttive frequency divide by the
average power consumption.

However, it is non-trivial to get close to theoretical
efficiency in a dual-speed method implementtation, due to the
following difficulties:
• Excessive DVFS switching results in maassive switching
overhead that considerably affects energy efficiiency [14];
• Executing at flow for too long causes task timing violations;
• Executing at fhigh for too long results in tim
ming slack before
the arrival of new job instances of periodicc tasks, which is
wasted as idle cycles, thus reducing energy effiiciency.
To address these issues, we implemennt a simple and
intuitive dual-speed method with inter-taskk switching, as
described below:
FS switching, we
1) In order to prevent unnecessary DVF
denote number of cycles continuously execuuted at fhigh to be
Chigh and set a threshold Cthresh. When Chigh = Cthresh, whether
switching to flow or staying at fhigh brings aboutt the same energy
consumption, i.e.,
⁄

⁄

2

speed during executions for every task while considering
switching overhead; and (iii) ideal ca
ase where intra-task method
is applied, with switching overheead set to 0 to achieve
theoretical best case efficiency. The comparison
c
study calculates
task miss rate and sets per core utiliization to 100%. As can be
seen in Fig. 7, the single-speed schem
me shows the worst result as
it keeps running at fhigh. Intra-task
k method works better by
switching between two DVFS levelss. However, its miss rate is
still significantly higher than the id
deal case due to excessive
DVFS switching overhead. By pressetting switching threshold
and monitoring available workloads in the job pool, our interpriate switching points and
task switching scheme finds approp
results in a miss rate close to the ideall case.

(6)

where Eswitch is DVFS switching overheadd. The value of
Cthresh(fobj), can be easily calculated offline. Froom Eq. (6), when
Chigh < Cthresh, the system forbids switching to flow, as it leads to
higher energy cost.
2) To avoid task timing violation at floww, our dual-speed
method always set execution speed to fhighh initially. After
finding a proper chance to switch to flow, exeecution frequency
jumps back to fhigh as soon as a certain numbeer of cycles have
been executed at flow such that Chigh/(Chiggh+Clow) = αhigh,
according to the specified proportion.
3) To avoid undesirable idle cycles at fhighh, our dual-speed
method switches to flow if number of unfinishedd job instances is
not greater than 1, indicating possible shortagee of workload. On
the other hand, this step also helps to redduce number of
switches as it halts switching to flow when jobb instances in the
queue are sufficient.
The steps above are summarized in Algoriithm 3. Note that
at line 3, frequency switching is not triggereed if fobj is lower
than critical frequency, as executing below ccritical frequency
should be avoided.
Algorithm 3 Dual-Speed Method with Inter-Task Switcching
Input: (i) objective optimal frequency, fobj; switchhing proportion and
threshold profile for fobj from 400 to 1000 MHz, αhigh(fobjj) and Cthresh(fobj)
1. fcur ← fhigh
2. while true do
3.
if fobj > fcrt then
4.
if fcur = fhigh then
5.
Chigh ← Chigh + 1
6.
if jobpool.size ≤ 1 and Chigh > Cthresh then
n
7.
fcur ← flow
8.
if fcur = flow then
9.
Clow ← Clow + 1
10.
if Clow > Chigh × (1- α)/ α then
11.
fcur ← fhigh
12.
Clow←0, Chigh←0
13.
if at reschedule point then
14.
update fobj based on Inequality (3)
15.
find adjacent frequencies that flow < fopt < fhigh
16.
fetch α
(fobj) and Cthresh(fobj) from profile

To show the advantage of our dual-speed m
method with intertask switching, we compare it to three alternaatives: (i) singlespeed method which just finds a higher than ooptimal frequency
directly supported by the processor and ddoes not switch
frequency at all; (ii) intra-task method that agggressively toggles

Figure 7: Performance comparison of frequency selection schemes

5. Experimental Studies
5.1. Overall miss rate reduction
n
We first study overall system miss rate
r reduction compared to
previous works. We developed a C++ based simulator to
evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed thermal-aware semidynamic power management alg
gorithm (TA-SDA). We
compared our scheme to the state of
o the art Utilization-Based
Algorithm (UTB) [11], which we mo
odeled in our environment.
In addition, we also extended the eneergy harvesting-aware HADVFS [10] technique for multicore system
s
with balanced tasks
partitioning across multiple cores, to enable another comparison
point. All tests are based on the proccessor power model shown
in Table I. The energy harvestting power and ambient
temperature profile is obtained from
m historical weather data of
Golden, Colorado, US provided by National
N
Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL) [20]. Our systtem only executes during
daytime over a span of 750 minutes, from 6:00 AM to 6:30 PM,
B
UTB and HA-DVFS
when solar energy is available. Both
techniques assume a perfect predicction of the energy budget
over the short term, based on the premise that solar energy
s
windows of time (e.g.,
profiles do not change notably over small
for a granularity of 1 minute). On the other hand, we use a
fo our TA-SDA technique.
simple moving average prediction for
Our task sets are randomly geneerated, with the workload
varying based on a given value of utilization for the task set.
When comparing techniques under a specified setup, we make
sure that they are working on the ideentical task set, eliminating
possible impact of task set randomneess. Finally, we set schedule
window size for TA-SDA to be 5 minutes compared to the
w hundred milliseconds, not
average task execution time of a few
too short to cause frequent changes in
i the execution policy and
not too long to make it hard to
o estimate energy budget
accurately. Finally, we assign identical penalties to all tasks so
ous works that are penaltyas to compare TA-SDA with previo
oblivious.

5.1.1. Experiment Results
In our tests, we compare overall miss rattes between HADVFS [10], UTB [11] and TA-SDA for diffferent number of
cores ranging from 1 to 32. With increasing num
mber of cores, we
scale harvesting power, number of tasks, and total task
utilization linearly so as to keep a consistent annd reasonable per
core workload and energy budget. We generateed 50 random task
sets to test every configuration.

performance gap is that the higheer workload implies more
stringent timing and energy constrain
nts, under which TA-SDA’s
balanced run-time adjustment schem
me becomes more effective,
as discussed in Section 3. As a result, the most significant
ques can be seen for the 32difference between these two techniq
core platform scenario, where TA-SD
DA has about 70% miss rate
reduction compared to UTB. Additiionally, the results of TASDA have less variation on multiple task
t
sets compared to UTB,
which indicates that task set randomn
ness has less impact on TASDA as its dynamic adjustment is based on the scope of the
entire task set, and not just individuall tasks.

Figure 8: Miss rate comparison with light workloadd (utilization = 0.4)

First, we experiment on a workload with peer core utilization
set to 0.4, which has moderate energy requireements as system
can execute at critical frequency for highest efficiency when
Fig. 8. HA-DVFS
energy is sufficient. The results are shown in F
can be seen to have a much higher miss rate ass it does not make
use of periodic task information and thus undeerestimates future
workload. For the other two techniques, the aadvantage of TASDA over UTB is small for the single-core seetup because task
utilization is not very high. However, with incrreasing number of
cores, TA-SDA’s advantage expands consideraably even though
per-core workload and energy budget stays the same. One
reason is that UTB uses an isolated task droppping scheme on
each core, which is based on energy availability prediction for
one upcoming task, ignoring workload on other cores that
compete for the same energy source. In coontrast, TA-SDA
performs task rejection before assigning acccepted tasks to
different cores; thus the workload is adapted tto a system-wide
energy budget that has been predicted. Furtheermore, TA-SDA
actually benefits from increasing number of coores as it exploits
the flexibility to shut down some cores for higher efficiency.

To support this conclusion from
m another perspective, we
analyzed the advantage of TA-SDA
A over UTB as harvested
power fluctuates over time (Fig. 10)). As expected, higher miss
rate reductions occurred for TA
A-SDA over UTB when
harvesting power is low or changes dramatically.

Figure 9: Miss rate comparison with heavy workloaad (utilization = 1.0)

5.2.1. Experiment Results
In our tests, we compare the perfo
ormance of three schemes:
(i) Non-Throttling: We remove theermal awareness from our
TA-SDA scheme. This is representaative of current state of the
art scheduling techniques for energ
gy harvesting systems that
ignore thermal issues;
(ii) Throttling: We again consid
der our TA-SDA scheme
without thermal-awareness, but heree we measure temperature
and reactively enable throttling wheen temperature exceeds the
throttling threshold;
(iii) Proactive: This is our TA-SDA
A approach from Section 4
that integrates proactive core slowdo
own to reduce instances of
throttling.

We also compared UTB and TA-SDA undeer a much heavier
workload, with per core utilization set to 1.0, results for which
are shown in Fig. 9. Not surprisingly, the hheavier workload
expands the performance gap between UTB annd TA-SDA. This
trend is backed by observations for other utilizaations (results for
other utilizations are not shown for brevity). T
The reason for the

Figure 10: Miss rate diffeerence over time

5.2. Impact of thermal managem
ment
Here we study the impact off using different thermal
management schemes in an energy
y harvesting environment.
Our experimental setup for this sttudy is similar to the one
discussed in Section 5.1. To simu
ulate a scenario with high
overheating risk (as discussed in Section 3.2), we evaluate our
approach for a very heavy workload with per core utilization set
to 1.0. Our environmental profile co
onsiders high solar intensity
and ambient temperatures from 9A
AM to 3PM. For thermal
analysis, we integrated our simulato
or with HotSpot, an opensource thermal modeling and analy
ysis tool [17]. We changed
package parameters of the Hotspot to
ool to model a lower power
processor, with no air cooling system
m.

We considered a test platform with 16 cores connected
together in a mesh topology. Our test results for the three
schemes can be seen in Fig. 11. We can seee that the NonThrottling scheme suffers from high peak temperatures for
extended periods of time. Such high teemperatures will
significantly impact the system stability and reliability.
mes proposed in
Considering the fact that existing schem
literature for scheduling tasks on energy harveesting systems do
not consider thermal issues, the result indiicates that these
schemes may not be practically viable for use in real energyharvesting systems.

systems to provide better performan
nce and stability than ever
before. Our ongoing work is lo
ooking at new prediction
techniques that can further enhancee the effectiveness of our
approach in environments with highly
y varying solar profiles.
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